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R O S A R I O - Dores do Indaiá - Brazil, 2019

After two years without seeing my country, curiosity only increased in reviewing this place
that is undergoing so many transformations. Sadness is inevitable, Brazil is going through a
difficult phase and the consequences are real. The desire to document these
transformations was big, but I didn't find a fair way that matched the current reality.
So I went in search of faith.
This documentary project was born many years ago, I was not even born, but only now I
could document it as I would like. On August 12 is celebrated the party of Nossa Senhora do
Rosário, in Dores do Indaia, my grandmother's small city. This celebration brings together
different groups who dance and sing for 3 days to celebrate their faith. My grandmother and
my mother, each year, travel the hills in thanksgiving the year before.
The sun is latent, and the dancers roam the entire city.
Physical exertion becomes pleasure in the midst of the trance of dance and music.
Time is suspended and we disconnect from all the twists of everyday life.
In times of despair, faith welcomes and soothes
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